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Members'' Comments on Previous Articles 
 
A Morocco Connection   Bulletin 310 Page 8-9. 
 
Jeff Turnbull has had contact with two people about this item. The first  
call he had was from a member, PETER THORNTON, who was 
practically sure that this cover was once in his possession but sold some  
time ago amongst a collection of Morocco Agencies. He said that on close 
inspection of the perfined stamp, a barely discernible British cancel could  
be seen under the Tangier cancel. Jeff then got in touch with David  
Stotter, the writer of the original article in The Journal of the GB 
Overprints Society, by e-mail in Thailand where Stotter is working. He 
confirmed that there is a faint trace of a British cancel beneath the Tangier 
cancel. So, even in far flung parts of the world in 1944, GB stamps were  
being soaked off British letters and used again!! [What cheek, say I, with 
tongue firmly fixed in mine!!] 
 
Everetts & Wattses  Bulletin 310 Page 10-11. 
 
JACK BRANDT has the S4110.01a on a ½d KEVII cancelled LEEDS  
JY-17-02: plus a 3d KEVII with parcel cancel. However, the most 
interesting item is a tracing of S4110.01/.01a (?). The tracing shows 5  
holes missing, one in the ampersand - not particularly relevant - but 4  
missing from the 'W'. The second from the bottom of the right hand  
upright and the bottom 3 of the holes in-between the uprights. Jack says  
this die now fits both .01 and .01a. It is a 3d KEVII but parcel cancel.  
Was it repaired from one and became the other? In the original article  
Dave asked for reports of dated copies of either of these perfins. Now we  
have this information from Jack it is more important than ever that  
postmark details are reported.    The tracing will be forwarded to the 
Catalogue Editor. 
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